So I think it is fair to say
that we have been
experiencing one of the
nicest summers ever this
year! With temperatures
in the 30 degree range for
the last week and more on
the horizon I only wish I
had more time to get out
and drive my Boxster!
Working all day just seems
to ruin all my fun!
This July we will have many events including
the Auto Haus Show and Shine on Sunday,
July 15th. This event is the premiere show and
shine for the Red River Region PCA and we
usually have a strong turn out of members to
enjoy a few hours of fun and admiration of all
the cars onsite. SPACE IS LIMITED! As you
all know the parking area at Auto Haus (660
Pembina Highway) is limited.
I strongly
recommend registering for the event online at
www.autohausevents.ca or contact one of the
sales representatives by telephone. Last year
there were some amazing Porsche prizes
donated by the dealership! This year the event
is open to all European makes and models so if
you know anyone that might own a unique
European car please let them know! All
proceeds will go to the St. Amant Center
(charity).
For those of you that are unaware, there has
been a change of ownership at Auto Haus.
Congratulations to Knight Automotive Group
who has taken over control and will be
separating the current VW/Porsche brands
into two renovated spaces (to remain at 660
Pembina Highway). The new the Porsche
dealership has become Porsche Center
Winnipeg and will move to an adjacent building
(currently the collision center) once
renovations are completed.
The dealer
Principal is Mr. Kevin Knight. Mr. Knight can
often be found at the dealership and I
encourage you to introduce yourself and
welcome him to the city and (obviously)
congratulate him on acquiring AutoHaus.
As many of you know, my current work
schedule greatly reduces my spare time.
Although I really enjoy being the president of
our region I do not feel that I can continue to
provide the attention the position requires. In a
couple months we will be canvassing for
volunteers to serve on our Board of Directors.
If you think you are interested (or you may be
interested) please contact me at any time and I
can give you additional details.
Have a great summer and happy motoring! ■

Stuttgart. The Porsche 918 Spyder is on the road: Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG,
Stuttgart, has taken the driving trials of the super sports car of the future a step
further with completion of the initial prototypes. The 918 Spyder will go into
production at the end of September 2013 as planned, with the first customers
receiving their vehicles before 2013 is out. “What we are doing with the 918
Spyder is redefining driving fun, efficiency and performance,” said Wolfgang
Hatz, Member of the Executive Board Research and Development of Porsche
AG.
The prototypes, their camouflage harking back to historical Porsche 917 racing
cars, signal the final touches to the 918 Spyder. The focus is on the interplay
between the highly sophisticated individual drive components. The combination
of combustion engine and two independent electric motors – one on the front axle
and one in the drive line, acting on the rear wheels – poses completely new
demands on the development of the operating strategies. “They are therefore a
critical component in this vehicle into which we have put all of our expertise and
capacity for innovation,” said Wolfgang Hatz. These operating strategies and the
development of the software to go with them are one of Porsche's core
competences. Both of them have a major influence on the extreme driving fun to
be had with the 918 Spyder and they make possible a unique combination of
minimal fuel consumption and maximum performance. The initial results of the
driving trials are in line with the high expectations placed on the 918 Spyder.
The super sports car is designed as a
plug-in hybrid vehicle combining a
high-performance combustion engine
with cutting-edge electric motors for
extraordinary performance: on the
one hand, the dynamics of a racing
machine boasting more than 770 hp,
on the other hand, fuel consumption in
the region of three litres per 100
kilometres. Moreover, Porsche is
breaking yet more new ground with
the technology demonstrator with
spectacular solutions such as the full
carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP)
monocoque with unit carrier, fully
adaptive aerodynamics, adaptive
rear-axle steering and the upwardventing “top pipes” exhaust system. In
the process, the 918 Spyder is
offering a glimpse of what Porsche
Intelligent Performance may be
capable of in future.

Briget Sawatsky

continued on page 4
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Hot! Hot! Hot! Be careful what you wish for. l
wished for a “nice summer” so that I can drive
my 928 as much as possible. It’s pretty much
what we’re getting...lots of sun, heat and little
rain. Seems I missed the deluge of rain
Winnipeg received in June as we were in
Indiana from the 4th to the 13th visiting our son
and his family (including our new
granddaughter). Before leaving for our trip, I
checked the weather forecast for both areas.
Winnipeg was supposed to be sunny with
temperatures averaging 26-28 degrees. South
Bend, Indiana was predicted to have a chance
of rain for every day that we
would be there. The exact
opposite happened which
worked out well for us,
although some days were
quite hot.
I’ve been able to drive my
Porsche quite regularly,
which is awesome, however,
I’m seriously considering
getting the AC fixed. It hasn’t
worked since I bought the car. But then again,
what does it matter, if while driving, I get hot as
long as what I’m driving is cool!
Talking about cool cars, I saw some beauties at
a show and shine in Indiana (see article and
pics on pages 10 &11 ). While at the show and
shine, I had the opportunity to speak with
Michiana Region President, Don Huss, whom I
had spoken with a couple of years prior when
visiting our new grandson. Unfortunately, not
every vehicle I saw on our trip was so pristine.
To my great dismay, I discovered a few
decaying vehicles located in a collapsed barn
next to our rental property. Given the
opportunity to be restored properly, the could
be worthy of a Barrett Jackson auction, but,
instead, are neglected and decaying as we
speak. . Oh the humanity! At least I can take
comfort in the fact that no Porsches are stored
there. (pictures on page 10).
My thanks to everyone who contributed articles
for this issue, including Red River Region
members Anna Fuller, Malcolm Hinds, Yvonne
Friesen, and Mark Sawatsky. ■
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Ph: (204) 772-7733 • Fax: (204) 772-8858 • info@pressroomonline.ca

One Club

13 Zones

140 Regions

60,000 Members

Millions of Admirers!
If you know, or see, someone with a Porsche, urge him or her to join our club.

CONTACT: Malcolm, Membership Chair
Tel: 488-9622
E-mail: PorscheMB@aol.com
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Body:

Two-seater Spyder; carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) monocoque
interlocked with CFRP unit carrier; two-piece Targa roof; fixed roll-over protection
system.

Drivetrain:

Parallel full hybrid; 4.6-litre V8 mid-engine with dry-sump lubrication; hybrid
module with electric motor and decoupler; electric motor with decoupler and gear
unit on front axle; electrical system recuperation; four cooling circuits for motors,
transmission and battery; thermal management.
> 570 hp (V8 engine)
~ 90 kW (hybrid module on rear axle)
~ 80 kW (electric motor on front axle)
> 770 hp (combined)

Engine Power:

Suspension:

Double-wishbone front axle; optional electro-pneumatic lift system on front axle;
electro-mechanical power steering; multi-link rear axle with adaptive electromechanical system for individual rear wheel steering

Brake system:

High-performance hybrid brake system with adaptive recuperation; ceramic brake
discs (PCCB).

Energy supply:

Lithium-ion battery with 6.8 kWh capacity (BOL nominal), 202 kW maximum
power and mains-compatible plug-in charger.

Performance:

Top speed
purely electric
Acceleration: 0 – 100 km/h

Consumption
(NEDC):

Total

~ 3.0 l/100 km

CO2 emissions:

Total

~ 70 g/km

Range:

Purely electric > 25 km

> 325 km/h
> 150 km/h
< 3.0 s

Your Detailing and
Paint Repair
Specialists

* Provisional specifications ■
Courtesy, Porsche Cars North America

Specializing In:
Interior and Trunk Shampoo - Engine Detail
Power Polish and Compound - Wet Sanding
Paint Touch-up - Protection Packages
Plastic Bumper Repair and Welding
Colour Blending - Tar Removal - Decal Removal
Fabric and Vinyl Dyeing - Parts Replacement
Paintless Dent Removal

Darren Neudorf

444 Brooklyn St., Winnipeg
autoextreme@live.ca
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By Appointment

204-885-5371

It started with an idea that Rick Dobel had that
we should get out and drive our P-cars so an
email came out proposing a driving trip from
Winnipeg to Lutsen MN with an overnight at a
resort on Lake Superior followed up by a
spirited drive to Fort Frances the next day to a
lodge on Rainy Lake and then a back road
drive to Vermillion Bay and on to Winnipeg
late in the day on the Sunday!
tires. The situation deflated to a point where the car had to be
left at the repair shop in Cook and Rick had to order new tires.
Fortunately for Rick and Lorrie, there were a few cars who
didn't have a navigator so Rick and Lorrie took it in stride and
loaded their gear into Tom and Dennis' cars and we were off.
Many of us in the group admired Rick and Lorrie's ability to be
calm, cool and collected as they handed over the keys to their
car and we drove off. Tom now took the lead with Rick as his
navigator. Many phone calls were made to Auto Haus and
Tire Rack for Rick to get tires on the way and sort out getting
Lorrie's car back on the road. Everyone in the group was
relieved that the problem with the tires didn't occur while Rick
was testing the car's capacity on some of the windy forest
roads!

Sounded like the thing to do on a beautiful June weekend – so
11 cars were in! Ten of us met on Friday morning at the A & W
at Deacon's Corner at 7:30 and we were off – one car in the
group was planning to meet us on Saturday at Kakabeka Falls,
ON. Rick started out the morning laying out the very simple
ground rules:
Rule 1: always keep the car behind you in sight.
Rule 2: drive safe, responsible and have fun!

With the rules in our sights we headed as a caravan down
Highway 12 through Steinbach all the way to the US border.
We surprised the out of the way border station with a line of 10
Porsches waiting to clear through. Clearing customs was a
breeze and we set our sights on Baudette MN. We passed
through Warroad, onto Baudette and then Rick lead us onto
Little Fork, MN where we stopped for lunch. We were 10 cars
with a group of 17 people – we converged on the first
restaurant we saw and they turned us away as there were too
many of us and only one cook and one waitress and the small
place was already half full with customers – so back in the cars
and down the street a little further – everyone had a great
lunch and an opportunity to get acquainted with one another.

From Cook we continued on through Superior National
Forest and when we were in Ely for a fuel stop. Rick was
chatting with someone at the gas station and found out that
there was construction on the highway further along and
there was about a 15 mile stretch of very rough, washboard
gravel. A group conference was held and we decided to back
track and take a slightly different route – we drove back about
20 miles and then Rick and Tom navigated us though some
great roads and we ended up at the resort in Lutsen around
7:15. We all checked in and agreed to meet for dinner in the
lodge at 8:00 p.m. The townhouses were great – beautiful
three bedroom units overlooking Lake Superior –
spectacular view!

After Little Fork we hit some beautiful roads through the forest
and Rule 1 went out the window! For some reason there were
many changes to the order of the cars! Many drivers wanted to
test their passing skills!
Just as we pulled into Cook MN, Rick's TPMS lit up on his dash
so we pulled into the Ford dealership so he could check out his

continued on page 6
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We all got together for dinner in the lodge – fantastic food and
great company – a lot of banter about the day, photos to look at
and plans were made for the next day! After dinner some of the
group went to check out the beach and some of us went to warm
up in the bar. We found out the next day that the Fernando's and
Tavares' made S'mores around a campfire on the beach and we
can't understand why they didn't deliver S'mores to the rest of us
who needed the warmth of the bar!

Porsche Display at Goodwood
Porsche has a huge presence at the Goodwood Festival of
Speed, with “a fabulous array of Porsches old and new”.
A future Red River Region member trip, perhaps?
Click on link below!!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYHLBdGS6IA&feature=relmfu

After Grand Marais we stopped at a roadside lookout to take
some group pictures of the cars. It was our good fortune that a
family pulling a large fifth wheel pulled in and one of the group
asked them to take our pictures – the guy was such a trooper
he climbed up on top of the camper with 4 or 5 of our cameras
and took a number of pictures of us. As payback we asked their
teenage daughter if she'd like her picture taken behind the
wheel of a Porsche – she was giddy and we let her take her
pick – much to everyone's chagrin (we were 10 cars – all
shades of silver/gray and white and one red one) -- she picked
the red one……

Ted and Pat couldn't get away for Friday, so they stayed in
Kenora Friday night and intended to meet us at Kakabeka
Falls on Saturday around noonish – so they had an early start
on Saturday and when they were within 5 km of reaching
Kakabeka Falls they came upon a section of the TransCanada
highway that had been washed out due to a heavy rain storm.
Rick and Ted were in touch by phone and now our group was
aware that there were likely road problems along the way from
our end as well. So Rick chatted up a road maintenance crew
along the way to find out what road options we had. We found

The plan for the next day was breakfast at your own pace with a
departure around 9:45. We headed into Grand Marais which is a
nice little tourist town on the shores of Lake Superior about 20
minutes down the road for some shopping time. A beautiful little
art gallery in town and some quaint shops including a great gift
shop with a coffee section – Rick's recommendation was the
coffee of the day – Snickerdoodle. Everyone walked around for
about 30 minutes and then we were off again as we were
meeting up with Ted and Pat Main at Kakabeka Falls (or so we
thought).
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out that we were going to be faced with a section under five miles
in length that would be gravel so we agreed as a group that we
would just take that slow. Rule 1 was strictly adhered to! We
agreed to meet Ted and Pat in Shabaqua Corners and we pulled
into a little gas station with a mini restaurant and overwhelmed
the woman who was working it as it was getting late in the day
and we hadn't eaten and there was nowhere else along the way.
She rose to the challenge as 19 of us inundated her little
store/restaurant and she took care of us all with some great
homemade soup, chilli and deep-fried chicken sandwiches. We
had a little bit of rain in the afternoon run up to Fort Frances so
there was a definite desire for a car wash once we were settled
in.

After lunch the plan was to make our last gas stop at
Prawda. Peter thought it had been long enough that Rick
was leading the pack as a navigator so he tossed him the
keys to the 964 and Rick was back in the driver's seat. Our
last stop was at Prawda and everyone said their parting
words and from there we were on our own!
The trip was about 1100 miles in total, all through beautiful
forest roads and during that whole distance the only wildlife
spotted was one deer, a moose and some turtles on the
road.
A hearty thank you from everyone who attended to Rick and
Lorrie (2011 911 Turbo Cab) for having the idea; making it
happen; looking after the group so well and for providing a
very memorable weekend! ■
Bob Niesler and Ann - 2012 911 GTS Cab
Paz and Lisa Fernando – 2012 911 Turbo Cab
Ted and Pat Main – 2010 911 Carrera S Cab
Richard Wansbutter – 2006 911 Carrera
Jeremy Warnick and Pete (Pops) – 2005 911 Carrera 4S Cab
Dan and Karen Powell – 2004 Boxster S Anniversary
Tom Kormylo – 2003 911 Carrera 4S
Dennis Collingwood - 2003 Carrera Cab
Dino and Sylvia Tavares – 2003 Boxster
Peter and Anna Fuller – 1990 911 Carrera C4
We arrived at the hotel a little earlier on Saturday - we checked in
about 6:15 and we agreed to meet in the bar for the start of the
hockey game. We had a reservation in the dining room for later in
the evening and we had another great meal. Once again there
was a lot of discussion about the "Rules" and breaking the rules
and sharing of photos from the day's drive. There were some
very happy drivers, particularly Richard, who was thrilled to have
some action shots taken of his car! After dinner a good number of
cars found their way to the car wash to clean off the road dust!
The plan for Sunday was breakfast at your own pace and about
half of us ended up wandering into the dining room and enjoying
breakfast together with a great view of the lake. We departed
around 9:30 and our route took us on another great windy road to
Dryden and then onto Vermillion Bay for lunch at Busters
Barbeque, a great little restaurant at the West end of town. The
best ribs with their own blueberry flavoured barbeque sauce and
great deep fried pickles! The stretch of highway from Fort
Frances to Dryden which is around 180 miles was a great road.
The road was in nice shape and it was a great windy road with
lots of cut through the Canadian Shield – beautiful scenery! Also
a stretch of highway where Rule 1 was ignored!
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The

PORSCHE
WHISPERER

The Porsche Whisper is a column dedicated to the repair,
maintenance and resolving technical issues of your Porsche.
Articles can be submitted to the Newsletter Editor at
newsletter@redriverpca.org. Articles may be edited for space.
Due date: August 31st..

by Pedro P. Bonilla (GCR PCA)
There is a lot of useful information included on the sidewall of our The first part corresponds to the tire's physical size (more on that
later) and the last grouping corresponds to the Load Index and
tires. We'll try to simplify it by taking it one part at a time.
Speed Rating.

DATE OF MANUFACTURING

Tires actually have a shelf life. It is recommended that tires over 6
years old be removed from use. Obviously, tires that are subject to
permanent UV damage from the sun can deteriorate sooner than
those that are protected from the sun's rays. The U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) in particular the National Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) has required tire manufacturer's to stamp
the date of manufacture right on the tire's sidewall, but they've
allowed them to code that information. Prior to 2000 manufacturers
could stamp the code on the inside of the tire, but the NHTSA
mandated a few years ago that the code be moved to the outside of
the tire, allowing the manufacturers to phase in this information with a
deadline of 2009. Since 2000 the last four digits of the TIN (Tire
Identification Number) includes the week (first 2 digits) and year of
manufacture (last 2 digits). Let's look at the following TIN: DOT
H2LF YA9J 3507

The 94 corresponds to it's load carrying capability. In this particular
case an Index of 94 corresponds to a load of 1477 lbs (670 Kg). The
higher the Load Index (LI) number, the higher the tire's load capacity
is.
The typical Load Indexes for passenger cars range from 70 to 110
(following is a sample):

The “Y” is the Speed Rating, which in this case signifies that the tire's
maximum speed is186 mph (300 kph). If this Speed Rating were in
parentheses) i.e.: (94Y) it would signify that the tire has been tested
at speeds in excess of 186 mph (300 kph). When Z-speed ratings
first appeared on tires, it was thought to reflect the highest tire speed
rating that would ever be required, in excess of 149 mph. Because
high performance automobiles keep getting faster and faster, the
industry added W- and Y- speed ratings to indicate the tire's
The last four digits 3507 tells us that this particular tire was maximum speed:
manufactured in the 35th week of the year 2007. Prior to the year W = 168 mph (270 kph) and Y= 186 mph (300 kph).
2000, only three digits were used. The first 2 were for the week, but
only one digit was for the year, so there's no way to determine from
what decade that last digit is from. In this TIN: DOT EJ8J DFM 408
The last 3 digits 408 tells us that the tire was manufactured in the 40th
week of 1998 (or 1988, 1978, 1968...).

SERVICE DESCRIPTION
On the sidewall, you will also find tire's Service Description which
identifies the Load Index and the Speed Rating. Let's study the
following example: 225/40ZR17 94Y
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Elsewhere on the sidewall there is still more information, such as the
Uniform Tire Quality Grade (UTQG) Standards. These Standards
spell out the Treadwear, Traction and Temperature (Resistance)
Grades.
TREADWEAR: Is a relative number because it indicates the relative
wear compared to a test tire.
What's important is that the higher the Treadwear number the longer
lasting the tread will be.
TRACTION: Indicates the tire's straight line wet coefficient of
traction. This grade does not evaluate braking, or cornering in dry
conditions, wet cornering or high speed hydroplaning resistance.
The different traction grades are:

TEMPERATURE: Indicates the extent to which heat is generated or
dissipated by a tire.
SIZE: The first segment (255) is the width of the tire in millimeters
(10.04 in). The second segment (40) is the height of the tire
(sidewall) as a percentage of its width. In other words, in this case,
40% of 255 mm = 102 mm (4.02 in). The “Z” is the speed rating and
the “R” corresponds to the construction type (Radial). The “94Y” has
been covered above. Additional markings, such as Type of
Construction, Country of Origin and other are also to be found on the
sidewall.
ROTATION: Many of today's high-speed tires have the rotation
marked as well. Either by indicating the direction of rotation or by the
word “OUTSIDE” which indicates that that part of the tire should face
to the outside.

Many of today's tires are also asymmetrical and unidirectional,
meaning that the tread pattern is different side-to-side and that they
are meant to rotate in one direction only. This means that they cannot
be transferred from the left side of the vehicle to the right side or
viceversa. In our modern Porsches it also means that they cannot be
transferred front-to-back because the rears are generally wider than
the fronts. So, in order to have our tires last as long as possible, and
because they cannot be rotated, as in conventional vehicles, it is
extremely important to have the tires properly balanced, properly
inflated and the car properly aligned. But that will be matter for
another Tech Article.
You will note that we did not include INFLATION in this article.
Maximum tire inflation is generally indicated on the sidewall as well,
but it is a maximum number for structural integrity purposes. The
correct inflation pressures for each vehicle are indicated by the car's
manufacturers on a sticker generally found on the door or door jamb
of the vehicle.
For more information on tires, please feel free to visit my web pages
at www.PedrosGarage.com. ■
Happy Porsche'ing,
Pedro
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The last time Juliette and I made the trip to Indiana, was to visit our son and
daughter-in-law and welcome our new grandson, Jack, into the family. This year our
visit was for a similar reason; we now have new granddaughter, Gwendolen. Our
daughter Marie and her husband Aaron joined
us on the trip. Instead of reserving two hotel
rooms, we rented a “farmhouse” in a rural area
just outside South Bend; a ten minute drive from
our sons house. The “farmhouse” is a rental
property available on VRBO (Vacation Rentals
By Owner) website. It had five bedrooms, a
large kitchen, a deck complete with a barbeque,
cable TV, WIFI and sat on about an acre of land.
A small forest separated us from our hosts, Pat
and Wendy Wolfe who reside next door. Behind
the farm house was the Wolfe’s barn where they
kept 3 horses, two of whom are miniatures.
They also had 4 cats and had just acquired a little
black lamb. The horses were very friendly and
would approach the fence to greet us. Wendy
invited us into the corral and barn so we could get
closer acquainted with the horses. She also

harnessed one on the miniature horses onto a
small buggy and let us go for a spin around the
pasture. Let me tell you, those little guys can really
move!
I had noticed an old looking building in the forest
and asked Pat about it. He said the property didn’t
belong to him and that the building was an old barn
containing several old vehicles; a 1920’ fire truck, a
39-41 Lincoln Zephyr convertible, a 1940
Studebaker Commander, a 36-40 Studebaker
delivery truck, a 1947 Studebaker one ton flatbed
truck and something that I had never heard of or
seen before; an early 60’s Messerschmitt Kr200.
WOW!! I wanted to get in there and take a some
photos. He said sure, no problem, but warned me
that the roof had collapsed about 4 years ago and
pretty much crushed everything! My heart sank.
What a shame. It turns out the owner wouldl not
entertain any offers to sell the property or any of its
contents and is just letting it all rot. I was able to get
through the thick overgrowth and carefully entered
the barn to snap a few pics (see below).

Lincoln Zepher
Fire Truck

Studebaker delivery truck
Studebaker flat bed truck

Studebaker Commander

Messerschmitt
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One morning, I as I was leafing through a magazine I
found of the coffee table in the farmhouse. I noticed
an article about a weekly cruise night in the nearby
town of Middlebury, I couldn’t pass it up. Middlebury
is a small town about 30 minutes from South Bend
and is located in the middle of Amish country.
Middlebury also boasts the largest restaurant in
Indiana, Das Dutchman Essenhaus which can seat
1100 people. Das Dutchman Essenhaus also hosts
the “Thursday Night Cruise” throughout the summer.
The cars and trucks on display were truly
spectacular. The attention to detail, whether it be a
restored classic, a customized hot rod or a special
interest vehicle, was second to none.
As I made my through the rows of beautiful autos, I
came across a Porsche 914. Speaking with owner,
(Don Huss) it occurred to both of us that we had met
before; two years ago during my last visit to South
Bend. Don happens to be the president of the
Michiana Region PCA.

Don Huss, President of Michiana Region, PCA

We had great weather during the ten days we spent
in northern Indiana (apparently missing a lot of rain
in Winnipeg) and enjoyed some fun, quality time with
our little family.
If you get the opportunity to travel through northern
Indian, make sure to check out the small towns of
Amish country, the city of South Bend, the campus of
Notre Dame and the Studebaker Museum. You can
check out the PCA Michiana Region website at:
www.michianapca.org. ■
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We're heading to South Dakota for an annual event, August 23 – 26, 2012.
The following information was taken from the Dakotas Region PCA website.

Thursday is arrival day. Come and meet with friends, old and an old mining town that is now famous for its Western style
new, at the K Bar S Lodge in Keystone, SD. Know that all profits gambling and car shows that happen during the same period.”
from your registration will be donated to the Food Banks of
Cost per car (two people) is USD$100, payable to Dakota
North and South Dakota!
Region, PCA
Join us on Friday & Saturday for two days of great drives
throughout the scenic Black Hills. These twisting, turning roads HOTEL: The K Bar S Hotel in Keystone, SD is the host hotel.
are perfect for real sports cars like ours. The natural beauty of the Mention the Porsche Club when you make your reservation.
Black Hills area includes Mt Rushmore, Crazy Horse Monument, There are extremely limited rooms available at $119.99 and
and Spearfish Canyon.
will be released to the public on July 23rd. Call the lodge at
866-522-7724, or http://www.kbarslodge.com. (Lloyd & I have
In addition to the natural beauty of the area, we will offer gimmick already booked our room) There’s also Battle Creek Lodge,
rallies, a show and shine event, and your choice of nighttime BW Plus Four Presidents Lodge, and Holiday Inn Express,
entertainment. With our close proximity to Mt. Rushmore, the also located in Keystone.
nightly “Lighting Ceremony” at the monument is a highlight for
those who may not have experienced it. Meals will be “on your Here are some links for further information:
own”, so try the variety the area has to offer!
http://www.blackhillsbadlands.com
http://www.deadwood.org/
From Tim and Lynn, the hosts who plan the routes:
http://www.blackhillsplayhouse.com
“We try to set up a social event that is centered around fun cars,
great scenery, and good friends (new and old). We plan a Please send Checks and registration form to:
Thursday evening mixer to meet everyone, then somewhat John Forrette
organized drives on Friday and Saturday during the days. There 3028 S. Amanda Ct.
is no real set plan for evening meals, but, typically, we will make Sioux Falls, SD 57103-4828
something up as the days' events unfold. It may sound odd, but it
always seems to work very well.”
The plan is to leave on Wednesday, mid afternoon, stay over
midway, and leave early on Thursday so we arrive in time for
You can also reach them at tim-lynn@rushmore.com .
the Thursday evening mixer. The drive via Sioux Falls and the
Badlands is 13 hours. IF YOU”RE THINKING OF GOING,
Another member of the region affirms:
RESERVE YOUR ROOM! We emailed the K Bar S Lodge and
“The Black Hills and Mt. Rushmore are beautiful and the windy reserved for Thursday to Sunday.
roads are perfect for both scenic driving and 'other' driving if you
prefer. There are also small towns in the area that have a unique Send us your email address –
mix of restaurants and shopping. There is a little something for
everyone. You may have also heard of Deadwood, SD which is yhfriesen@gmail.com We'll keep you posted.
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The Ford 5.0 has a reputation as being powerful and light, and it got this
reputation because back in 1986 when the EFI version first arrived, the Mustang
was about as quick as anything that you could buy in a showroom. However, its
horsepower and ¼ mile times are now matched or beaten by vehicles as
mundane as a Toyota Camry. My engine made in the neighborhood of 170 hp at
the wheels and I would need a lot more to compete in EMod. I needed another
100 hp and I needed it cheap, E-Bay to the rescue.
I scoured E-Bay for some aluminum heads with bigger valves and heavy duty
springs. I found some new ProComp aluminum heads with 2.02” intake and 1.6”
exhaust valves, compared to the 1.80” and 1.5” valves in my iron heads. The
heads included aluminum roller rockers and had large intake and exhaust ports
as well. To go along with the new heads I ordered an aggressive roller camshaft,
maybe a little wilder than what most people would try. The reason I did this was
that I was not going for maximum torque, I wanted power to build steadily as rpm
increased.
When the parts arrived I could see that the intake ports on the heads were a lot
bigger than the ports in the intake manifold, some porting would be required. I
took an intake gasket and glued it to a head then used a die grinder to cut away
the gasket material until it exactly matched the ports of the head. Then I took the
gasket off and glued it to the intake manifold. This allowed me to see exactly how
much material I would have to grind away to match the ports on the head. The
process required hours to complete because the die grinder bits had to be
doused in WD40 to keep them cool and I had to blend the widened ports all the
way up the intake manifold ports.
With the engine all buttoned up with its new heads, camshaft, rockers and
ported intake manifold, it was time to put the car on the dyno. Fortunately, the
Porsche Club has a dyno day every year so I packed the car up and brought it
out to be tested. I was not disappointed with the results, the car made 265
horsepower and 271 ft/lb of torque-100 more than it was making before and the
car weighed 50 lbs less.
Shortly after dyno day, we took the car to the Gimli road course for the Winnipeg
Sports Car Club lapping day. The car performed better than expected but had a
little too much body roll and would run hot after 3 or 4 laps. It was determined that
the aluminum mesh I was using for a grille was not open enough and was
restricting airflow across the rad. I took the car back to the shop and made the
necessary changes before the first autocross of the season.
The WSCC auto-x is at the bumpy St.Andrews airport and after a few runs, I
noticed that the differential was moving around quite a bit. I discovered that a
bracket for the Woblink had fatigued and broken in half so the car went back to
the shop where I welded and re-inforced it for the next days competition. This
time a different bracket for the Woblink broke and it became clear to me that I
had underestimated the forces involved. Over the course of a week, I cut the
entire Woblink out and installed a simple Panhard bar. I used all bolt-in
components from a race car supplier and the brackets were all much beefier
than I would have or could have made myself. In part 9 we take the Pink Panther
to Lincoln, Nebraska for its first taste of big competition. ■
Check out the blog http://ultimatemgbbuild.blogspot.ca
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Photo by Yvonne Friesen

Following the custom of prior years, several
Porsches were on display at Springs Church on
Father's Day, 2012. Over 20 shining cars ranging
from vintage to brand new filled the circular
driveway on the approach to the main entrance.
The finishing touches were added to the display by
three motorcycles and a high-speed dragster – you
know, the long skinny one with the fat rear tires and
a parachute on the back.
Representing the Porsche Brand were:

Photo by Jason Loewen

• Two 944's driven by Lloyd and Yvonne,
• A new 2011 Black Turbo Cabriolet
supplied by Auto Haus, (which can be
yours for a sticker price of only
$192,000!),
• Dexter Harker brought his family in his
1984 Guards Red 911 Coupe, and,
• My Speed Yellow 2000 Carrera Cabriolet.
The weather, and the hospitality by Springs Church
coordinator Dennis Green, was both warm and
welcome. The best part of the event however, is the
admiration and compliments received from the
Dads, the Kids, and even some Moms, too.

Photo by Jason Loewen

Since I forgot my camera, photo credits and thanks
go to Jason Loewen – “That BMW Guy”. ■
Malcolm Hinds
Photo by Jason Loewen
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If you are interested in
purchasing any of the
jackets listed here, please
contact Karl for prices at
889-7302

PORSCHE Carrera (Euro Spec Model:
16" X 20") Never before seen rare BRAND
NEW Verkerke Penant-Poster by:
Fotostudio Zumbrunn—Ede, Holland
(Printed in the Netherlands) A rare piece
from Northern Europe showing this popular
Porsche from three distinct angles. Framed
in glass. $99. Contact Kevin:
porscheclub@mac.com or call 254-5178

Nascar all leather
jacket #24 Jeff
Gordon, Dupont,
Hendrick
Motorsports.
Embroidered
Corvette 50th
logos. Never
Anniversary
worn. Medium
Jacket
All leather. Never
worn. Medium

PORSCHE 959 Gruppe B (Euro
Spec Prototype: 2 feet x 3 feet) A
rare piece of Porsche 959
paraphernalia. Shown in three
distinct angles. Framed in glass.
$99. Contact Kevin:
porscheclub@mac.com or call
254-5178
Porsche 964 Carrera 4 (in Original
Unopened Box) The PORSCHE
964 Cabriolet in rare yellow over
white. Hood, doors and trunk all
open. Original "Porsche 911" holddown straps keep the doors, hood
and trunk from being opened. It
even has an engine specification
chart attached to the display stand.
Something rarely seen even on
older 1:18 models. NOTE: This is a
nice BRAND NEW model in original display box. $149

PORSCHE
Jacket
Bomber style.
Leather
sleeves. Like
new.

Checkered Flag
Corvette all leather
jacket. Never worn.
Medium.
PORSCHE Wind Jacket,
purchased new in 1995.
Never worn - Large

PARTS & ACCESSORIES
A pair of Michelin Pilot Sport tires (for the front) 235/40-ZR18 (N1)
with 24,000 km used.
Best reasonable offer takes them!
Contact: Gilles M-F / 9-5 at 233-2262, Ext 15

AUTOS FOR SALE
2005 Boxster; Black on Black. One owner - local car. 57,000 Km;
Bose surround sound; bi-Xenon headlights; Porsche Warranty. Call
Darren for more details at 962-8677.

PORSCHE 1982 Models (Full
Color Catalog—24 page) A rare
piece of Porsche paraphernalia.
If you own a 1982 Porsche
model or love the early 1980's
Porsches, this is for you. This
"printed in West Germany"
original provides detailed
information on each individual
Porsche model with
professional photographs
showing various angles and
features. This goes back to a time when Germany was divided.
PORSCHE 911SC, Targa, Cabriolet, 944, 928S. $79

2008 Cayman coupe, speed yellow
with 5 speed, 17 inch wheels,
bi-xenon lights, navigation, heated
seats, rain sensor and climate
control. 28,000 km. $34,000.
Bob Grindley 403-249-2865 or
rgrindley0@gmail.com

ULTIMATE AUTOMOBILES
(Published by Motorbooks
International—Hardcover) This beautiful
illustrated hardcover collectible consists
of 190 full color illustration pages all in a
hardcover format. From the 60's and
70's, here are fourteen of the most finely
bred automobiles ever assembled in one
publication such as the 1974 Porsche
911 Turbo and the 1977 Porsche 928.
This publication has long been out of
print as it was published decades ago. $99 Call Kevin at 254-5178 or
email porscheclub@mac.com and request the myriad of photos
showing some of the illustrations this publication offers.as it was
published decades ago. $99 Call Kevin at 254-5178 or email
porscheclub@mac.com and request the myriad of photos showing
some of the illustrations this publication offers.

1981, 911SC for sale. 3L air cooled. Immaculate condition inside and out.
This car is in show room condition. must be seen to be appreciated. All
service records. Too many features to list. $30,000

Call Karl - 889-7302

1979 Porsche 924. I have owned
it for 10 years. It has just rolled over
100,000 miles. I have done some
motor and body work. 5 speed
manual trans, removable roof
panel, good tires, reasonable
condition. Contact: Andy Aitken,
807-937-6894 (H) or 807-2219199 (C) abaitken@gmail.com

To place an ad, contact newsletter@redriverpca.org
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Club meetings:
(Pony Corral Pier 7 - 1700 Pembina Hwy)
7:00 p.m. Wed., August 1st, 2012 & 7:00 p.m. Wed., Sept. 5th 2012
Please feel free to join us earlier for refreshments before the meeting begins.

Auto Haus Show and Shine on Sunday, July 15th.
Register at: www.autohausevents.ca
Sunday August 12th
Porsche Night at Pony Corral Grant Park
(Watch your email for further information)

Upcoming events will also be
posted on our region website redriverpca.org
SEE THE PCA WEBSITE FOR ANY EVENTS FURTHER AFIELD
CONTACT INFORMATION ON ANY OUT OF TOWN PCA EVENT www.pca.org

President
Briget Sawatsky
brigetsawatsky@gmail.com
MEETINGS AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE CLUB
Vice-President
Waiyen Chu
waiyen.chu@gmail.com

Treasurer
Darren Rebillard
drebilla@mymts.net

As you plan a vacation or a business trip, look for a local PCA event there before you leave.

IT IS ALL THE SAME CLUB; FEEL FREE TO SAY HI & JOIN IN
For questions about any event in this calendar, please email events@redriverpca.org

Secretary
Geoff Reimche
(204) 803-7040
944guy@gmail.com

Past President
Tobias Theobald
1985944@mts.net

Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
membership@redriverpca.org
MEMBERSHIP ISSUES
Librarian
Lloyd Richardson
LRichardson@towereng.ca

Webmaster
Mike Shaver
webmaster@redriverpca.org
WEBSITE ISSUES

Moving Car
Mark Sawatsky
marksawatsky@gmail.com

Kim Fritze
612-275-4891
Zone10rep@gmail.com

If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Ray L’Arrivee, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

